SPEAKER KIT

How would you live if you thought
you were going to die?
Meet Jill Hollander
Jill Hollander is a speaker, certified life and health coach, and writer who
inspires those around her to recognize their courage, reframe their
challenges and reinvent their lives.
By recognizing her own innate fighting spirit and conviction at a very early
age, Jill has established herself as an authority on authentic confidence and
unparalleled resilience. Simultaneously using the power of her own story to
empower people to find their YES in every facet of their lives, Jill helps
people around the world gain perspective and boldly claim what is truly
important. Born with a congenital heart defect that required a heart transplant
before her high school graduation, she has since had not just one, but six,
triumphant responses to every Lymphoma diagnosis, each one only
deepening her determination to rise above, to honor the transitions and to
actively craft a life of purpose. Whether speaking to individuals about the
importance of not just prevailing, but thriving, in the face of adversity, to
corporations about building resilient teams within their organizations, Jill is
living proof that we don’t have to simply play the cards we were dealt. We
have the power to use them to win the game.

Why Jill?
Jill offers a variety of tools and strategies that foster
mindset shifts, create self-advocacy, and build resiliency.
She understands that, no matter the circumstance, there
is always a full-body YES! to be found. Her gift is turning
potential obstacles into opportunities. Why? Because
she’s done it and she knows the power- and freedom-that
come with tapping into authentic confidence.
Jill has risen above extreme medical diagnoses, surgeries, and life events,
each one deepening her resolve to LIVE rather than merely survive. She has
actively built a life filled with what matters most to her: love, travel, fun,
career-being very conscious of the choices she makes. Jill has established
herself as an authority on authentic confidence and unparalleled resilience.
Using the power of her own story to help people around the world gain
perspective and boldly claim what is truly important.
Jill consistently delivers inspirational talks that empower attendees to
reevaluate their priorities, eliminate what no longer serves, and shift their
mindsets to ones of confidence and resilience. Whether speaking to
individuals about thriving in the face of adversity or to corporations about
building resilient teams, Jill is living proof that we have the power to use the
cards we’re dealt to win the game.
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Popular Keynotes
Recognize your courage.
Reframe your challenge.
Reinvent your life.

The Ordinary Art
of an Extraordinary Life

The Bucket List Life:
CHANGE, CHOICE, AND
THE POWER OF YES

This high-energy and motivational talk walks the audience through Jill's
acclaimed signature process for tapping into their authentic confidence
and navigating life's challenges with both grit and grace. From choosing
your responses and finding your YES! to becoming your greatest
advocate and building supportive solutions, guests will leave inspired
and motivated to build the lives of their dreams.

In this heartwarming and emotional talk, Jill invites the audience to ask
themselves the tough questions: how do I really want to live? What do I
really want to be doing and with whom? A powerful reminder that tomorrow
is never guaranteed, Jill knows all too well that the time is always NOW to
create the meaningful adventure that is our lives.

This action-inspiring talk serves as a reminder of power and purpose.
Every moment of every day, you have the power to change your
situations, to choose your responses, to shift your mindset, to say YES!
to yourself. A bold, beautiful life is waiting for you on the other side of
fear and Jill is committed to helping you claim it.

I will work with you to customize any of these signature talks based
on your event or organization’s needs and objectives.

Fees
Jill's speaking fees vary depending on topic, duration and audience size.
Please inquire for exact rate.
FEES ARE CUSTOMIZABLE AND NEGOTIABLE

Additional Considerations:
When deciding to book me, here are some additional things to consider
in your budget.
Event Admission:
Event tickets for 2

Meals & Gratitudes:
Per diem $100/day

Hotel Accommodations:
4-star hotel or higher
Ground transportation to hotel
1 room for speaker and guest

Travel Arrangements:
Airfare for two
Ground Transportation/rental car

FULL SPEAKERS RIDER PROVIDED UPON BOOKING

TO BOOK:

JILL@JILLHOLLANDER.COM

@IAMJILLHOLLANDER

